A complete design framework for a fuzzy constraint-based controller based on fuzzy constraint processing and its semantics and relationship to fuzzy logic is presented. Although, to date, many fuzzy logic control systems have been implemented in rule-based languages, we expect that eventually these languages will be supplanted by constraint-based languages. Despite the successes which have owed from the applications of rule-based fuzzy logic control systems, this paradigm o ers only a small part of the expressive competence of the rst-order predicate calculus. In addition, because constraints represent the requirements that the artifact being designed must satisfy, the design can be viewed as exploring alternatives in a solution space bounded by these constraints. In consequence, constraints are suitable to the task of modeling the controller in a dynamic control system so that the output is governed to a desired state as speci ed by the constraints. In this paper, the concept of \fuzzy constraints" in a problem solving is introduced and some basic de nitions of fuzzy constraint processing in a constraint network and its semantic modeling are addressed. Then a fuzzy local propagation inference mechanism for reasoning about imprecise information applying the lter operation in a network of constraints is proposed. Moreover, we advance the concurrent fuzzy logic controller (FLC) to a new type of controller, the fuzzy constraint-based controller (FCC), using a more general predicate calculus and full rst-order logic knowledge representation and making use of the idea of fuzzy constraint processing to model practical dynamic control systems. Finally, simulation results show that a FCC achieves equivalent performance as PD type and PI type FLCs and also demonstrates superior outcomes to a con-
Introduction
Fuzzy logic control has created considerable interest in recent years. A number of successful applications have been reported in the literature. These applications include a target tracking system, three-phase induction motor control, tank water level control, automatic train operation control, water puri cation process, and camcorder auto-focus control 1], 2]. Most recently, advances in VLSI technology have resulted in numerous commercial FLC application products in Japan such as washing machines, vacuum cleaners, air conditioners, and cameras. The importance of FLC in these industrial applications arises from the fact that a nonlinear mapping between inputs and outputs of the process requires a preferred controller performance which can be easily described by linguistic variables and syntactic rules. However, the IF-THEN rules in knowledge base are single-consequent implication sentences belonging to the Horn-Clause subset of FOPC which o er only a small part of the expressive power of the rst-order predicate calculus (FOPC). Consequently, a new concept of \fuzzy constraint processing" providing not only a possibilistic approach to representing imprecision, but also the expressive competence of full FOPC, has become an alternative in the context of real world problem solving.
In some sense, almost everything we write in any representational system is a constraint on the problem solutions that we want our systems to accept. The notion of constraint, rst proposed by Bellman and Zadeh 3] , has been investigated very intensive and has shown encouraging results. Bowen introduced fuzzy constraint networks and their relationship to fuzzy logic and implemented the language Khayyam 4] . Lai presented a computational model for representing and reasoning about imprecise information in a network of constraints 5]. Dubois proposed the calculus of fuzzy restrictions as a basis for exible constraint satisfaction 6]. The exible aspect of constraint satisfaction problem and the theoretical frameworks for expressing such constraints were stressed in 7] and 8]. Qi and Friedrich applied constraint satisfaction problem solving to structural design 9]. Bowen et al. discussed lexical imprecision in fuzzy constraint networks 10] .
In this paper, we develop a complete design framework for a FCC based on fuzzy constraint processing which is capable of interfacing with real world problems linguistically and also provides the full rstorder logic expressiveness as well. First, the concept of \fuzzy constraints" in problem solving is introduced and some basic de nitions of fuzzy constraint processing in a constraint network and its semantic modeling are presented. Second, a novel inference mechanism adopting a fuzzy local propagation algorithm for reasoning about imprecise information in a network of constraints is discussed. Then, a new type of controller, namely the FCC, is proposed and its design framework is given including the architecture of the controller, knowledge representation, inference engin, constraints derivation , and its semantic modeling. Finally, a performance comparison of well-tuned FCC, PD type FLC, PI type 11] FLC and optimum-tuned PID controllers demonstrates that the FCC achieves a satisfactory behavior like rule-based FLCs and also performs superior to a conventional PID controller at the aspects of rise time and peak percent overshoot.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin with the introduction of the concept of \constraint" and its network processing in problem solving and section 3 advocates the rationale of adopting constraint-based language instead of rule-based language. A theoretical basis for fuzzy constraint processing and its relationship to semantic modeling are provided in section 4. Section 5 describes the constraint-based knowledge representation of FCC and also presents a general scheme of FCC design and a unique reasoning technique using fuzzy local propagation inference mechanism. A comparison of simulation results between FCC, FLC and conventional PID controllers is carried out in section 6 followed by section 7 that contains further discussion and conclusions.
What Is Constraint Network Processing?
Much of what we know about many real-world problems can be represented as sets of constraints. In engineering design, constraints represent the requirements that the artifact being designed must satisfy. The task of designing then becomes that of exploring design alternatives in a solution space bounded by these constraints. Similarly, in process control constraints can be used to model the controller and restrict the output to a desired state as speci ed by the constraints.
A constraint is a construct describing the relationship among one or more parameters (usually called objects). It could be a resistor obeys Ohm's law; a temperature converter; a spring obeys Hooke's law; a quadratic equation, etc. A constraint network is a collection of objects interlinked by a set of constraints that specify relationships which must be satis ed by the values that are assumed by these objects. Given values or domains of possible values for a (possibly empty) subset of its objects, a constraint network can be used:
to infer values for the undetermined objects from the known object values, to re ne the domains of possible values for the objects, or to test the consistency of the given values. In addition to these operations, constraint networks can also be used to support query answering, where the user may ask for the value of an object, or the truth-value of a proposition, based on the state of the network.
Example: As a simple illustration, consider the following. A temperature can be represented using any of several di erent scales: Celsius (C), Fahrenheit (F), and Kelvin (K) degrees. The relationships between these alternative representations can be expressed as a network containing two simple constraints:
A constraint network (U; X; C) for this problem can be represented as: U : fU 2 Rg; X : (X 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 ) = (K; C; F); C : fC 1 ; C 2 g = fC 1 (K; C); C 2 (C; F)g: Figure 1 shows such a network, where the round nodes represent the objects, and the rectangular nodes denote the constraints. This network can be used to solve a variety of problems. For instance, suppose the value 273 is given to the object K. Then, because of the constraint K ?273 = C, a constraint processing system can infer that C must have the value 0. As a consequence of knowing the value for C, the system can infer, from the constraint C 1:8 = F ? 32, that F must have the value 32. Similarly, suppose that the values 100 and 273 are given for the objects F and K, respectively. Then, the system can infer that these values are not consistent, because the two constraints cannot be satis ed simultaneously.
3 Why Use Constraint-Based Instead of Rule-Based?
Rule-based languages have been widely used to build expert systems. Fuzzy rule-based controllers belong to this family of system. However, rule-based programming o ers only a small part of the expressive competence of the rst-order predicate calculus (FOPC). Rules are single-consequent implication sentences; they belong to the Horn-clause subset of FOPC. A program in a declarative rule-based system used for fuzzy logic control can be regarded as a theory written in a language which allows only the language subset consisting of implication statements. Rule-based programming systems restrict in various ways the well-formed sentences (or rules) that may appear in a theory (or program). Because rule-based systems admit only single-consequent implication statements, they cannot, for example, handle negated or disjunctive knowledge 12]. However, for many applications like PCB level design 13], and algebraic problem solving 14], the most natural formation requires features of the FOPC that are not provided by Horn clauses. Thus the limited expressiveness of rule-based languages may require considerable manipulation of the application domain knowledge in order to achieve a Horn clause formulation; this can make programs harder to understand and maintain 4]. Most such systems also restrict the allowable sentences to the ground sentences, while those that do allow quanti cation usually only admit implicit quanti cation: in rules that contain logic variables, the variables are understood to be universally quanti ed, in prenex normal form. The clause form will not be equivalent to the original set of expressions in that certain interpretations may be lost. This occurs because skolemisation restricts the possible substitutions for existentially quanti ed variables 15]. Although, to date, many expert systems have been programmed in rule-based languages, it is reasonable to expect that eventually these languages will be supplanted by constraint-based programming languages 4].
First-order fuzzy logic (FOFL) is a generalized form of rst-order boolean logic which is based on fuzzy logic with variable degrees of truth. As a result, any statement using FOFL can be assigned a partial truth value which indicates that it is partially true or false. A fuzzy constraint network corresponds to a theory in a rst-order fuzzy logic (FOFL) and constraint networks corresponding to arbitrary FOFL theories can be speci ed. Thus, constraint-based programs can be more expressive than rule-based programs. For example consider the following constraint used to express a human controller's protocol in a non-woven textile mill 16]: 8(X) input conveyer(X)^8(Y ) out weight(Y ) (heavy carpet(Y ) ) :(9(S)conveyer speed(S) fast speed(S; X))): The above sentence expresses the fact that when every weight of the carpet at the output end is heavy, the speed of the input belt conveyers cannot be fast.
The above constraint a ects only the input conveyers and not the output conveyers. The domain of X given by the predicate input conveyer may be de ned as the set of all input conveyers in the system. Similarly out weight and conveyer speed could be de ned as a set of reals. The relation fast speed consists of tuples which identify speeds which are considered as \fast" with the input conveyers. Heavy carpet may be de ned by a suitable fuzzy set. The presence of a negative literal in the consequent of this example prevents a Horn-clause formulation. Further the existential quanti er is disallowed in any Horn-clause formulation. Some clauses, for instance :p_:q, have no Horn form. To create a Horn-clause, there can be at most one positive literal in the original clause. In doing so the knowledge base may become prohibitive to understand and maintain. As in the above example, it is clear that for many practical applications, the most natural formation requires features of FOPC that are not provided by Horn-clauses.
In order to achieve this, Khayyam, a programming language for fuzzy constraint processing 10] provides a syntax to express the above quanti ed expression naturally. Consider another example using a nonHorn-clause constraint for a non-woven textile mill:
big weight increase(dw)
) (small ds(s)^small cf(f)):
The constraint refers to the process parameters, the change in carpet weight (dw), which determines the quality of the process; and do er speed (s), and card feet (f), which contribute the system set points. This constraint speci es that when there is a big increase in weight then the do er speed should be small and in addition the card feed must also be small. The the do er speed and card feed cannot be big and small respectively at the same time when the change in weight is big. This is a good example of knowledge that cannot be easily expressed in rule-based systems. The two positive literals in the consequent when expressed as a clause are not allowed by Horn-clause formulation. For the same statement to be expressed in a rule-based system, the consequent has to be manipulated and represented as one positive literal or relation to ensure a Horn-clause formulation. The other alternative available is to rewrite the above statement as two clauses:
:big weight increase(dw) _ (small ds(s)ŝ mall cf(f)) = (:big weight increase(dw) _ small ds(s)) (:big weight increase(dw) _ small cf(f)):
Rewriting the above clauses as implication statements we arrive at the following rule set:
big weight increase(dw) ) small ds(s) big weight increase(dw) ) small cf(f)
The above rule set is equivalent to the original set of clauses. However, from a knowledge representation perspective the above rule set leads to a misrepresentation of facts due to the implicit \OR" (_) that exists between each rule. The meaning that is derived at rst glance of the above rule set is \when the increase in weight is big then the do er speed is small OR the card feed is small." The original meaning \when the increase in weight is big then the do er speed is small AND the card feed is small" has been misrepresented. The latter explanation represents the true state of the process, however, is not conveyed by the rule-set. This is caused by the inherent nature of knowledge representation scheme provided by the Horn-clause subset of FOPC. In addition, constraint processing is closely related to semantic modeling in that nding consistent values for the objects in a fuzzy constraint network is the same as nding a model of a fuzzy FOFL language under which some theory is satis ed 10]. Viewing a fuzzy rule-based program in this light, i.e., as a theory written in a rst-order fuzzy language L which allows only that subset consisting of implication statements, each rule will correspond to a particular form of constraint in a fuzzy constraint-based program.
Theoretical Background
A theoretical background of fuzzy constraint network and its processing are provided in this section. First a formal de nition of fuzzy constraint network and its intent are introduced. Then a classi cation of various forms of constraint processing in fuzzy constraint-based problem solving is considered. Finally, a notion of semantic modeling corresponding to a theory in rst-order fuzzy language and its relationship to fuzzy constraint processing are discussed.
Fuzzy Constraint Network
A number of applications making the use of constraint-based techniques have been employed in the tasks such as cryptarithmetic 17], simulation 18], and design 19, 20] . However, one de ciency of existing systems is their inability to handle lexical imprecision. As a result, fuzzy logic 21], as an extension of classical logic, can be used to provide a conceptual outline for representing the meaning of lexically imprecise knowledge. In this approach, a generic fuzzy constraint associated with a set of objects is also a fuzzy set, and it is interpreted as the joint possibility distribution for the objects involved in the constraints. Stated in more general terms, a fuzzy constraint network and its intent may be de ned as follows.
De nition 4.1 (fuzzy constraint network): A fuzzy constraint network is a triple (U; X; C), where U is a universe of discourse, X is a nite tuple of n non-recurring parameters (objects) X 1 ; : : :; X n , and C is a nite set of m n fuzzy constraints C 1 (T 1 ); : : :; C m (T m ). Each constraint C j (T j ) 2 C, a fuzzy subset of the Cartesian product U aj , imposes a restriction on the allowable values for the a j parameters in T j , a sub-tuple of X, by specifying that some fuzzy subset of U aj contains all acceptable combinations of values for these parameters. where, for each constraint C j (T j ) 2 C, C j (T j ) is its cylindrical extension in the Cartesian space de ned by the n-ary tuple X = (X 1 ; : : :; X n ).
Here, the network intent is a fuzzy set of n-tuples, each tuple giving a valuation for the n objects in X.
The membership of the tuple in the intent is the degree to which the valuation satis es all the constraints in C.
De 
Fuzzy Constraint Processing
In fuzzy constraint-based problem solving, we may classify the various forms of constraint processing into three basic types:
Fuzzy constraint veri cation is a decision problem which involves checking whether a given tuple of values satis es all the constraints in the network and determining to what extent the constraint are satis ed; Fuzzy constraint satisfaction is concerned with determining whether there exists a tuple which satis es all the constraints to an extent which is greater than an acceptance threshold ;
Fuzzy constraint re nement involves transforming a given fuzzy constraint network into a new \easier" and \ -con uent" network. In the discussion follows, we will consider each type in turn and review the variants they may have.
De nition 4.5 (fuzzy constraint veri cation): Given a fuzzy constraint network (U; X; C) and a tuple of values (x 1 ; : : :; x n ), the task of a fuzzy constraint veri cation problem (FCVP) is to determine X (x 1 ; : : :; x n ), the possibility that the objects in X may assume the values in (x 1 ; : : :; x n ). This possibility is equal to the membership grade of the tuple ( De nition 4.7 (fuzzy constraint re nement): Given a fuzzy constraint network (U; X; C) and a threshold value , the task speci ed by a fuzzy constraint re nement problem (FCRP) involves transforming the given network into an \easier" and \ -con uent" intermediate network \Easier" means that the time and computation required to determine the satis ability of the intermediate network is less than that of the original network. The notion of \ -con uence" is de ned as follows.
De nition 4.8 ( -con uence): Two fuzzy constraint networks, (U; X; C) and (U 0 ; X 0 ; C 0 ), are - 
Semantic Modeling of Fuzzy Constraint Processing
Fuzzy constraint processing is closely related to semantic modeling in that nding constraint values for the objects in a fuzzy constraint network is the same as nding a model of a fuzzy rst-order language under which some theory is satis ed. As in classical logic, 2 If F is a fuzzy subset of a universe of discourse U,then the -upper-level cut of F is a crisp set denoted by F which comprises all elements of U whose grade of membership in F is greater than ; that is, F = fu 2 U : As in classical logic, in a fuzzy model M = hU; Ii. U is the universe of discourse and the interpretation function I provides interpretations for each symbol in the various vocabularies of L. 
Fuzzy Constraint-based Systems
Fuzzy constraint-based controllers are constraint network systems in which the constraints of process operators or product engineers have been assigned to synthesize closed loop controllers for given processes without violating the constraints imposed on them 23]. The constraints are typically derived from a acquisition process or operation synthesis via a constraint network, rather than an algorithm. Figure  2 shows the basic architecture of a fuzzy constraintbased system. The constraint network (U; X; C) consists of a theory ? in a rst-order fuzzy language L, and a universe of discourse U, which is evaluated by an fuzzy interpreter in nding whether there is a model M of L under that ? is satis ed. The fuzzy interpreter is composed of an encoder or fuzzi er (a quanti cation stage), an inference engine or fuzzy matcher (a decision making stage), and a decoder or defuzzier (a defuzzi cation stage). First, the quanti cation transforms the values of the sensor measurements from inputs in terms of the linguistic labels used in the prede ned constraints. Then the inference engine propagates these possibility distributions through the network of constraints, determines the partial degree to which these constraints are satis ed subject to the satisfaction threshold , aggregates the weighted outputs bounded by the constraints, and generates restricted possibility distributions for the objects in the output space. Such reasoning uses only the information which is local to a constraint and is realized via a local propagation inference mechanism. Finally, the defuzzication summarizes this distribution into a nonfuzzy value and produces a control action that best represents the membership functions of inferred constraints.
Fuzzy Constraint Network in a FCC
The con guration of a fuzzy constraint network of an example FCC system is shown in Figure 3 . As a constraint-based control strategy, the input/output behavior of the FCC is based on the relationships between each object of the process in X and can be abbreviated by the expression FCC(U; X; C) where U is the universe of discourse; X = (e; e; u) is a tuple of three objects; C = fC 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 g is a set of three constraints; and the control law is governed by FCC( ) where FCC denotes the characteristics of a fuzzy constraint-based controller.
The instantaneous values of the process error at the kth sampling instance, e k , and its rate of change, e k , are the fuzzy input variables de ned as follows: e k = r k ? y k e k = e k ? e k?1 and u k is the fuzzy output variable of the FCC where u k = u k + u k?1 : Each generic fuzzy constraint associated with a set of objects may also be thought of as the explicit knowledge representation of system operation requirements that needs to be satis ed with linguistic terms such as big; medium; small; : : :; which represent the fuzzy subsets of the universe of discourse that corresponds to the domain of de nition of each variable. The constraints contain the condition as well as action parts of the linguistic terms that re ect the operator's knowledge of the process bounded by these constraints. The local propagation reasoning over these linguistic terms computes constraint relationships in the network in order to achieve desired system behavior.
Local Propagation Inference Mechanism
Reasoning of constraint-based problems is based on the notion of local propagation. This approach evaluates the satis ability of a constraint and also restricts the possibility distributions of the objects referenced in the constraints. Restricted possibility distributions for these objects are propagated through the network, thus enabling other constraints to infer more restricted possibility distributions for further objects. In this sense, inference may be view as a process of propagating possibility distributions.
The local propagation inference mechanism is essentially based on two operations over fuzzy sets: particularization and projection. Thus, before specifying the nature of local propagation, we must introduce the notions of some subsidiary concepts. At the end of the total ltration the inference engine returns the computed intent and the newly inferred possibility distributions or domains for the objects involved in the network. X is then defuzzi ed to infer the value for the control variable.
Example 1 : Constraint network consistency is used
in deciding what control action should be taken if all the constraints are satis ed simultaneously. The following example, using two constraints, illustrates this process. See Figure 4 for a graphical representation of the particular possibility distribution we assume. Assuming that we have a fuzzy constraint network (U; X; C) where U is universe of discourse in the interval 0; 10]; X consists of three objects (x; y; z) ; and C contains two constraints fC 1 ; C 2 g where (C) = fx; y; zg. They are and each individual tuple in it is projected onto the control variable z to yield its new possibility distribution z , The nonfuzzy control action that best represents the possibility distribution of an inferred fuzzy control action is produced by defuzzi cation by means of center of gravity method. Assuming a discrete universe of discourse, we can calculate the center of the gravity of the distribution for the control action by
where q is the number of quantization levels of the output, z i is the amount of control output at the quantization level i and D (z i ) represents its membership value in D . 
Derivation of Constraints for a FCC System and Its Semantic Modeling
The constraint network of a FCC consists of a collection of constraints describing the control actions.
In general, the goal of an intelligent control analysis is to model human action in a given control process. The main aspects to be taken into account are: characteristics of human control behavior, development of process control skills, individual di erences between process operators, task factors a ecting performance, organization of the operator's control behavior. We now examine the basic construction of the FCC. Construction is the process of coding the linguistic protocol that will be equipped with inference capabilities. The FCC action is thus represented by a set of generic fuzzy constraints in the network associated with corresponding interobject relationships based on quantized values of e k and e k processed by the inference engine and defuzzi cation operators on u k . In general, the derivation of constraints for a FCC control system is based on the following performance criteria:
1. providing a rapid response to large errors (rise The vocabularies of predicate symbol which sometimes called the linguistic variables in a FCC system, are used to describe the fuzzy constraints in the network as follows:
N is \negative," Z is \zero," P is \positive."
In a FCC system, we need to determine the satisability of the theory ? with respect to an acceptance threshold . A theory can be written as follows in standard FOPC notions: ? = f 1 ; 2 ; 3 g = f(N(e)^N( e)) _ (N(e)^(Z( e)) _ (Z(e)N ( e)) ) N( u); (N(e)^P( e)) _ (Z(e)^(Z( e)) _ (Z(e)P ( e)) ) Z( u); (Z(e)^Z( e)) _ (P(e)^(Z( e)) _ (Z(e)P ( e)) ) P( u)g = f uj ? 1000 u 1000; u 2 Rgg; X : (X 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 ) = (e; e; u); C : fC 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 g = fC 1 (e; e; u); C 2 (e; e; u); C 3 (e; e; u)g: Each sentence in the theory ? has a corresponding constraint in the network, the de nition of which depends on whatever information is provided, by the partial interpretation I p , about the symbols appearing in the sentence. The satis ability of a set of sentences is to determine the consistency of a set of constraints in a fuzzy constraint network. That is to say: In FCC systems, computing the ltering operation in inference engine and intersecting the cylindrical extensions of the constraints in the network result in the truth-values of a possibility distribution that all models of the language under which the theory is satis ed. This resultant possibility distribution then contributes an inferred control action that satis es all the constraints in the network. Suppose we get the network intent Q U;X;C = f2@0:05; 4@0:2; 6@0:2;8@0:05g:
This means that the theory ? is satis ed under four models of the language L, M 1 = hU; I p f u 7 ! 2gi, M 2 = hU; I p f u 7 ! 4gi, M 3 = hU; I p f u 7 ! 6gi, and M 4 = hU; I p f u 7 ! 8gi; these models resulting in the truth-values 0:05; 0:2; 0:2 and 0:05, respectively, for the theory. A nonfuzzy control action is taken followed by defuzzi cation which leads the output to a desired state.
Simulation Results
To demonstrate the utility of this new methodology, we implemented a generic fuzzy constraint-based system via constraint network processing in a DC motor printwheel positional control system whose main objective is to bring the printwheel to the desired equilibrium position under a command of set point position. We analyzed the system behavior by applying a unit step input with zero initial condition to characterize the performance of the system in terms of the rise time, the time required for the step response to rise from 10 percent to 90 percent of its nal value; as well as peak percent overshoot, the largest deviation of the output over the step input during the transient state. Since many industrial processes are controlled by FLC and PID controllers, it is intuitional to us to compare the FCC to a rule-based FLC and a conventional PID controller. The open-loop transfer function of the DC motor positional control system is G(s) = 400 s(s + 48:5) The bell-shape membership functions of each object e, e, and u of FCC with satisfaction threshold = 0:1 using L-R parametrization with di erent parameters (s; p; m) and the output responses of the system with a PID controller and a FCC are shown in Figure 6 . It was found that FCC achieves equivalent performance to the PD and PI type FLCs with 0.0048 sec rise time and 0.21% overshoot. Furthermore, both the FCC and FLCs demonstrated superior performance to a conventional PID controller. Table  1 summarizes these results.
Conclusions
In this paper, a complete design framework for a fuzzy constraint-based controller based on fuzzy constraint processing together with its semantic modeling and the relationship to fuzzy logic was presented. First, the concept of \fuzzy constraints" in a problem solving was introduced and some basic de nitions of fuzzy constraint processing in a constraint network and the corresponding semantic modeling in a rstorder language were addressed. Second, a general scheme for a fuzzy constraint-based system and a novel inference mechanism, named fuzzy local propagation, for reasoning about imprecise information in a network of constraints were proposed. In addition, to demonstrate the utility of these theories, we implemented a generic fuzzy constraint-based system and advanced the concurrent fuzzy logic controller to a new type of controller, called a fuzzy constraint-based controller, using a more powerful rst-order predicate calculus knowledge representation and taking advantage of the idea of fuzzy constraint processing in the modeling of practical dynamic control systems. Finally, we conducted an empirical comparison of FCC, both PD and PI type FLCs, and a conventional PID controller. Simulation results indicated that a FCC achieves equivalent performance to rule-based FLCs and demonstrated superior outcomes to a conventional PID controller in terms of rise time and peak percent overshoot. However, much work remains to be done, especially in the area of multiple agent FCC (MAFCC) design for complex process control systems. Our future research will focus on developing a MAFCC design framework for the application of complex hydraulic distributed systems. Full scale research is currently underway, and research papers and technical reports are expected to come out from our laboratory in the near future. Figure 6 : The membership functions of e, e, and u of FCC and unit step responses of DC motor control system with FCC (solid line) and PID (dash line) controllers.
